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Abstract - The effects of nitrided SiOJSi(lO0) interfaces upon cycling endurance in 
silicon-oxide-nitride-oxide-silicon (SONOS) non-volatile memory transistors are  
investigated. Analysis of MOSFET sub-threshold characteristics indicate cycling 
degradation to be a manifestation of interface state (DiJ generation a t  the tunnel 
oxiddsilicon interface. After lo6 write/erase cycles, SONOS film stacks prepared 
with nitrided tunnel oxides exhibit enhanced cycling endurance with AD,=~x~O'~V- 
'cm-*, compared to AD,=~x~O'~  V%m-2 for non-nitrided tunnel oxides. Additionally, 
if the capping oxide is formed by steam oxidation, rather than by deposition, 
SONOS stacks prepared with non-nitrided tunnel oxides exhibit endurance 
characteristics similar to stacks with nitrided tunnel oxides. From this observation 
it is concluded that latent nitridation of the tunnel oxiddsilicon interface occurs 
during steam oxide cap formation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

For application in high radiation environments, SONOS based non-volatile 
memory (WM) devices inherently outperform the radiation tolerance of floating gate 
devices [ 1,2]. SONOS devices also exhibit superior cycling endurance for applications 
requiring write/erase (w/e) stability in excess of lo4 to 1 0  cycles, however there is room 
for improvement. This letter discusses the use of nitrided tunnel oxides as a means to 
improve cycling endurance in SONOS devices. 

As a gate dielectric in CMOS applications, it has been observed that nitrided gate 
oxides, grown in N20, can provide increased reliability through enhanced resistance to 
hot carrier degradation and increased charge-to-breakdown values [3]. This has been 
shown to be related to the accumulation of N at the SiO,/Si interface [4.5]. In this work 
SONOS tunnel oxides are formed in N,O or O,, followed by the low pressure chemical 
vapor deposition (LPCVD) of a silicon oxynitride (SiO,N,) charge trapping layer, with a 
LPCVD SiO, barrier layer on top. The cycling endurance of transistors with N,O or O2 
tunnel oxides is compared. The results indicate that SONOS film stacks with nitrided 
tunnel oxides exhibit smaller threshold voltage shifts (AV,) and less sub-threshold swing 
(S) degradation under w/e cycling. This result is attributed to a lower rate for the 
generation of interface states during charge injection due to the presence of N at the 
tunnel oxide/Si interface. 

Results from the aforementioned SONOS stacks are also compared to the cycling 
performance of SONOS stacks where the top oxide is formed by steam oxidation of the 
SiO,N, charge trapping layer (with a tunnel oxide grown in 0,). The cycling endurance 
of transistors utilizing this film stack process is observed to be similar to that observed in 
film stacks with N20  nitrided tunnel oxides. The conclusion is reached that N abstracted 
during the oxidation process diffuses to, and binds at, the tunnel oxide!Si interface. A 
reaction mechanism for this process is proposed. 

11. EXPERIMENT 

Three distinct SONOS stacks have been prepared. One consists of a nitrided 
tunnel oxide with a deposited top oxide (stack 1); the second consists of a non-nitrided 
tunnel oxide with a deposited top oxide (stack 2); and the third C O R S ~ S ~ S  of a non-nitrided 
tunnel oxide, with a steam oxidized top oxide (stack 3). The nominal stack thickness 
totals 15 nm. consisting of  a 1.2 nm tunnel oxide under a 10.5 nm SiO,N, charge 
trapping layer, capped with a 3.3 nm SiO, charge barrier layer. Non-nitrided tunnel 
oxides are grown at 600°C, in 0, at atmospheric pressure; nitrided tunnel oxides are 
grown at 850°C, in N,0 at 1 Torr. The SiO,N, layer is deposited by conventional 
LPCVD, at 800°C in a mixture of SiH,Cl,, NH, and N,O. Deposited cap oxides are 
formed by LPCVD, at 800°C from SiH,Cl, and N,O. The steam oxide cap is grown at 
9OO0C, in H,O at atmospheric pressure. 

The results reported are for 6 pm x 30 pm n-channel transistors. in saturation 
(V,=5 V), at room temperature. Cycling is performed for an EEPROM type application 
at V,=?lO V, with a 2.5 ms write and 7.5 ms erase time. 



X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were obtained from a VSW XPS 
system. with a 0.1 eV resolution hemispherical analyzer, and a 15kV AI Kcc X-ray 
source. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows the typical drain current-gate voltage &V0) relationship, as a 
function of cycling, for a SONOS MOSFET with a conventional, Onon-nitrided tunnel 
oxide and a deposited top oxide (stack 2). Up to IO4 cycles the subthreshold 
characteristics do not exhibit much change. Above 10' cycles the subthreshold 
characteristics begin to degrade and large V,, shifts (>0.5 V) are recorded. For stacks 
with a nitrided tunnel oxide and a deposited top oxide (stack 1) this level of deFadation 
is not observed. 

Figure 2 plots AVth as a function of w/e cycles for each of the three stacks 
investigated. For stack 2 it is observed that AV& increases dramatically compared to 
stack 1 transistors: 2.8 V versus 0.6 V at lo6 w/e cycles. Shifts in the threshold voltage 
can be attributed to changes in the amount of trapped charge injected and retained during 
cycling. This charge can reside in the stack at bulk or interface trapping sites. 

behind the cycling injection 
response. Here S is plotted as a function of w/e cycles. Changes in S can be directly 
correlated to changes in the D,,[6]. S is observed to significantly degrade in stack 2 
transistors, while stack 1 transistors exhibit less degradation. After IO6 w/e cycles, S 
increases to 630 mV/decade for stack 2, compared to 210 mV/decade for stack 1; this 
corresponds to AD,,=2x 10" V-'cm-' and 3x 10" V-lcm-', respectively. 

The reduced rate for interface state generation in stack 1 devices is attributed to 
the presence of N at the SiO,/Si interface. Physical evidence for this is presented in fig. 
4. The N(1s) XPS spectra is displayed for 0, tunnel oxide and N20 tunnel oxide 
samples. The results indicate no detectable N in the 0: tunnel oxide. and a N/O ratio of 
0.036 in the N,O tunnel oxide. Reduced AD,, levels resultant to the presence of N at the 
interface could be a manifestation of either: 1) a high Si-N binding energy, or 2 )  energy 
barrier lowering at the interface. 

The increased bond strength of a Si-N (3.45 eV) compared to a Si-H (3.1 eV) 
passivated interface could account for the reduced AD,,. Alternatively, for deuterated 
interfaces (Si-D) it has been proposed that enhanced coupling between Si-D vibrational 
modes at 460 cm-' and a bulk Si phonon mode at 463 cm-' may be responsible for 
increased hot carrier reliability when compared to devices with Si-H passivated interfaces 
[8,9]. With a Si-N bending mode in the frequency range of 460-480 cm-', this coupling 
effect may also operate in N passivated interfaces. 

The tunneling barrier height for the SiO,/Si system is 3.1 eV; for Si,NJSi it is 2.1 
eV [ 101. As the SiO,/Si interface is nitrided, it is conceivable that the barrier height will 
lower. resulting in reduced charge injection damage. 

Figures 2 and 3 also indicate that SONOS stacks prepared with an O2 tunnel oxide 
and a steam grown top oxide (stack 3) exhibit a cycling response similar to stack 1 
transistors. Since the degradation of these devices has been determined to be inrerfacial 
in nature. it is proposed that stack 3 stacks undergo interfacial modification during the top 
oxide oxidation process. Namely, N abstracted from the Si02/Si0,Ny interface as the top 

The data of fig. 3 elucidates the mechanism 



oxide grows diffuses to and passivates the SiO,/Si interface. The anticipated reactions 
for this mechanism being, N abstraction [ 1 11, 

H20 + Si-N-Si ----> Si-0-Si + NH, 
and, interface passivation, 

Iv. 

NH, + Si- ----> Si-N + H, 

CONCLUSION 

SONOS MOSFETs with nitrided tunnel oxides are observed to exhibit enhanced 
cycling endurance over SONOS stacks prepared with non-nitrided tunnel oxides. 
SONOS stacks that are prepared with a capping oxide grown by steam oxidation 
demonstrate similar endurance characteristics to stacks formed with intentionally nitrided 
tunnel oxides. It is concluded from this that N abstracted during steam oxide formation 
diffuses to the Si02/Si interface. N at this interface, whether placed there during the 
tunnel oxide or top oxide formation, serves to retard the generation of interface states 
under conditions of w/e cycling. 
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FIGURE CAF'TIONS 

Fig. 1. Id-V, subthreshold characteristics after w/e cycling for an 0, tunnel 
oxide/deposited top oxide SONOS stack (stack 2). 

Fig. 2. N,O tunnel 
oxide/deposited top oxide (stack l), 0, tunnel oxide/deposited top oxide (stack 2), and 0, 
tunnel oxide/steam top oxide (stack 3). 

Threshold voltage shift as a function of w/e cycling for: 

Fig. 3. Subthreshold swing as a function of w/e cycling for: N,O tunnel oxide/deposited 
top oxide (stack l), 0, tunnel oxide/deposited top oxide (stack 2) ,  and 0, tunnel 
oxide/steam top oxide (stack 3). 

Fig. 4. N( 1s) X P S  spectra for an 0, tunnel oxide and a N,O tunnel oxide. 
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